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The inheritance of a lifetime... with a catchWhen Sophie’s uncle leaves her a castle in the Italian
Riviera in his will, she can’t believe her luck. The catch? She and her estranged sister, Rachel,
must live there together for three months in order to inherit it.Having worked in Rome for four
years, Sophie’s excited to revisit to Italy, even if it reignites memories of a cheating ex who soon
learns of her return and wants to rekindle their spark. Sophie realises that distance does indeed
make the heart grow fonder – but for her friend back home, Chris, who she discovers is more to
her than just a friend.With the clock ticking, can Sophie and Rachel stick it out and heal old
wounds, or are the sisters destined to go their separate ways at the end of the three months?
And does Chris feel the same way about Sophie as she does for him?A beautiful story of
romance and sisterhood, perfect for fans of Alex Brown and Lucy Coleman.
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Chapter 1London‘Stop that, Jeeves!’Jeeves looked up with a guilty expression on his face, but
he didn’t stop what he was doing.‘Are you listening? I said, stop it, Jeeves! I’m trying to pack and
I need that box.’‘Leave him alone, Sophie. He’s enjoying himself.’ Chris was grinning.The big
black dog returned to the systematic destruction of a cardboard box. Fortunately, unlike most of
the other boxes piled around the room, this one was still empty.‘Well, he’s the only one round
here who’s enjoying himself.’ Sophie straightened up, ran her hands through her hair and
stretched. ‘I hadn’t realised I had so much stuff.’‘Well, it’s almost all packed now. Sit down and
have a rest. I’ll go and put the kettle on.’The young Labrador, seeing that his mistress was now
down at his level, abandoned the tattered remains of the box and wandered over to the sofa.
Keen to capitalise on the opportunity that now presented itself, he decided it would be a very
good idea to climb onto her lap.‘Jeeves, you great lump, get off. You weigh a ton.’ Sophie’s words
would have carried more clout if she hadn’t been giggling at his antics.Sophie’s protests
attracted Chris’s attention and his head appeared around the door. ‘Glad to see the dog training
classes are paying off. Jeeves, I’ve found a packet of biscuits. Interested?’Jeeves looked up.
Somewhere in his food-obsessed Labrador head, the word ‘biscuits’ registered and he
relinquished the sofa and padded off towards the kitchen. Relieved, Sophie fanned herself as
she reflected yet again on the magnitude of the step she was about to take. Not only was she
moving out of this little flat here in south London, but she was moving back to Italy, only a year
after she had come running back to England with her tail between her legs. But even this paled
in comparison to the prospect of being reunited with Rachel. Ever since the shock letter from
Uncle George’s solicitors three months ago, she had been able to think of little else.‘Your tea – I
made it strong.’ Chris pushed a steaming mug of tea into her hands and took a seat beside her,
reaching across to clink his mug against hers. ‘Here’s to your Uncle George. I wish I had an
uncle who felt like leaving me a whopping great castle.’Sophie nodded and managed to produce
a smile. ‘You’re forgetting all the strings attached.’Chris blew on his tea to cool it down. ‘How
could I? It does sound a bit Machiavellian, I must admit.’News of her much-loved uncle’s death
had come as a real blow to Sophie. They hadn’t spoken much for a year or so and the arrival of a
letter from his lawyers informing her of his death and of his decision to have a simple, fast



cremation rather than inconvenience his friends and family had come as a bolt from the blue.
The letter had also given details of his will but when she had read the conditions of the bequest,
she had been rendered almost speechless. Uncle George had hatched a cunning plan to bring
her and her sister back together again after so long apart.Six years ago, when Rachel had
stunned everybody by dropping out of university and disappearing, Sophie had been worried
sick. She had called, emailed and texted her over and over again for days, but with no response.
She had even started to believe that something awful might have happened and was on the
point of contacting the police when, finally, she had received a two-line message from Rachel.
All it said was that she was alive and well and in Puerto Rico. No address and nothing else.
Since then, Sophie had heard nothing more from her and had eventually given up trying.Uncle
George wanted to change that – from beyond the grave. His cunning plan involved his Italian
holiday home. He had been an extremely wealthy man and, apart from his amazing apartment
overlooking New York’s Central Park and his vast waterside property in the Hamptons, he had
also bought himself an old Italian castle on a hilltop overlooking the Mediterranean. His
American properties and business interests had gone to other beneficiaries over there, but the
Italian castle was to be for the sisters. It was apparently worth a lot of money and according to
the terms of his will, it would become the property of Sophie and Rachel to do with as they
wished but – and this was a big but – only after they had both lived there under the same roof
continuously for three full months starting this summer. If either of them refused or gave up
partway through, all bets would be off and it would revert to his American heirs.‘A bit
Machiavellian?’ Sophie shot a glance across at Chris and shook her head ruefully. ‘It’s
diabolical.’‘Don’t say that, Soph. I’m sure he felt he was doing it for the right reasons. Obviously
he was hoping you and Rachel won’t be able to live together for a long period of time without
patching things up between you.’‘I hope you’re right, but I’m not holding my breath. Rachel
turned her back on mum and me six years ago and then cut off all contact. She couldn’t even be
bothered to come to mum’s funeral, and as far as I’m concerned, that was the last straw.’‘But you
got on well with her before?’‘Yes, of course, she is my sister after all. We sometimes quarrelled,
but that’s normal for siblings, isn’t it? The thing is, though, we’re very different people. She’s
always been far more interested in having a good time. She’s prettier than me and the boys all
loved her – they probably still do.’‘I’ve met Rachel and she’s definitely a pretty girl, but you’re
gorgeous and you should remember that.’Sophie looked up at him gratefully. ‘I don’t know what
I’d do without you to boost my confidence.’‘Well, it’s true. I think you’re every bit as attractive as
your sister.’Chris had always been so very encouraging and she knew she owed him a lot. They
had known each other since the first year of university when he had started going out with her
flatmate, Claire. In fact, if Claire hadn’t already nabbed him, Sophie might well have done, and
she had remained very close friends with both of them, even after he and Claire split up. Having
him as a shoulder to cry on over the past year had been invaluable. She reached over and gave
his hand a squeeze.‘Thanks, Chris. For everything.’‘Any time, Sophie, you know that.’ He caught
hold of her fingers and squeezed them in return before releasing them. ‘Anyway, physical



appearance aside, the thing is you’ve always been the brainy one. Maybe she resented that.’‘I’m
no brainier than her; I just work harder. Boring as it sounds, that’s the way I’m made.’‘And that’s
why she went off? To have a good time?’‘I expect so, but I honestly don’t know. At one point it
wouldn’t have surprised me to find out she’d been abducted by aliens.’‘So you aren’t looking
forward to seeing her again?’Sophie considered the question. ‘Half of me is. Like I say, she’s my
sister and apart from anything else I’d love to know why she just upped and left. But the other
half of me still can’t forget or forgive the hurt she caused – to me and to mum.’ She took a sip of
hot tea and adopted a more positive tone. ‘Anyway, hopefully the castle’s so big we’ll be able to
cohabit without seeing too much of each other if she hasn’t changed for the better. I imagine I’ll
be okay.’‘Just you wait and see. I reckon you’ll work things out, but if you don’t, remember all
you’ve got to do is stick it out until the end of September and then you can sell the place and,
suddenly, you’ll be a millionaire.’‘The end of September can’t come soon enough, that’s all I can
say.’Sophie must have sounded a bit despondent as the next thing she knew, sixty pounds of
bone and muscle had started to climb onto her lap in a show of canine solidarity. In so doing,
Jeeves managed to make her spill the last of her tea in her lap and she squealed.‘Oh, God,
Jeeves, did you have to?’Unperturbed, the big dog did his best to put his paws on her shoulders
and lick her face before she chased him off.‘Well, you know you’ll have at least one friendly face
over there with you.’ Chris was laughing at the dog’s antics.‘Yes, causing havoc as usual.’ Still,
she reached down affectionately and gently stroked Jeeves’s ears. ‘I’m glad I’ve got you, Jeeves.
Somehow I’ve got a feeling I’m going to need all the support I can get over the next three
months.’‘I’m sure it’ll be all right, Soph, but let’s face it, if you’ve got to be miserable, spending the
summer in a historic castle on the Riviera coast’s about as good as it gets.’ Chris was still doing
his best to cheer her up. ‘And anyway, you love Italy, don’t you? How many years did you live
there?’‘Four, almost five. I went over there almost straight after finishing university, and you’re
right, I do love the country.’ While still a very young journalist, she had been given a dream job as
Southern European correspondent for an online news channel and this had meant being based
in Rome. It hadn’t paid very much but it had been exciting and a lot of fun. ‘It’s just that I’ve only
ever lived in Rome, and Uncle George’s place is way up in the north, almost in France.’‘But with
a name like Paradise it can’t be all bad. What more could you ask for?’‘True. Paradiso is quite a
name. Let’s hope the place lives up to it – but, like I say, I’m not holding my breath. Paradiso
looks good on Google Earth with the sea nearby, but it’s the whole Rachel thing that’s freaking
me out.’‘It’ll be fine. And you know that if you ever need anything, even if it’s just somebody to
shout at, you can always count on me.’She smiled back at him. Chris really was a good friend.
He had been immensely supportive after her three-year relationship with her Roman boyfriend
had come to a very sudden end the previous year, followed just weeks later by the loss of her
dream job when her employer had gone bust. After that, she had returned to London where she
had been eking out a precarious living as a freelancer, searching fruitlessly for a new job and
licking her emotional wounds. When Chris had heard she was moving back to Italy, he had
immediately offered to come and help her with the packing, volunteering to store her unwanted



stuff in his attic until she needed it again.She reached over and caught hold of his arm, giving it
another little squeeze. ‘Thanks for everything, Chris. You’re a star.’ For a moment it looked as
though he even blushed a little and she felt a real surge of affection for him. ‘Thanks for being
there for me.’‘There’s nothing so attractive to a man as a maiden in distress – especially if they
happen to be living in a castle.’ He winked at her. ‘I bet you’ll be fighting the Italian men off within
days of your arrival.’Sophie screwed up her nose. ‘No more Italian men for me – in fact, no more
men of any nationality. I’m quite happy with Jeeves. As long as I feed him and take him for walks,
I can rely on him to love me.’ She sighed. ‘Unlike Claudio. Until last summer, I really thought he
was the man of my dreams, but I was wrong.’‘Maybe you should have given him dog food and
taken him for walks. Besides, the guy was clearly an idiot to cheat on a lovely girl like you,
Soph.’‘I know I’m far better off without him.’ She did her best to sound resolute. ‘He was a two-
timing toad and I had to dump him. I had no choice.’‘And you really didn’t suspect anything?’She
hesitated. She had spent almost a year now pondering this question time and time again. ‘If I’m
honest, I suppose I always had some suspicions. He was often away overnight or had late night
business dinners. I was away quite a bit myself and caught up in my work, so it was easier just to
believe what he told me. Looking back on it, I was probably a bit gullible, a bit too naïve, really.
You know something? What I’ve been feeling isn’t so much regret at losing him, but anger –
anger at myself for being so stupid. I’ve always thought of myself as a grounded, pragmatic sort
of person and the fact that I could be fooled so easily really grates.’‘Do you ever hear from
him?’‘No. I’ve severed all links with him on social media and I delete all his emails as soon as
they come in.’‘Did you say “all his emails”? Is he still sending them?’ Chris was clearly
surprised.‘Every now and then. Fewer and fewer as the months have gone by. Hopefully he’ll
give up soon.’ Sophie was trying to sound positive but wasn’t sure she was pulling it off.‘I never
met him, but I remember Claire saying he was a good-looking guy.’Sophie nodded ruefully.
‘Didn’t he know it! As did half the female population of Rome. No, I’m happy on my own, at least
for now. The thing I miss most is Italy – you know, the lifestyle, the weather, the food… It’ll be
good to get back to that again – even with Rachel lurking in the background.’‘That’s the spirit,
Soph, and don’t worry about Rachel. I’m sure you’ll be able to get on together.’‘I seriously doubt
that, after what she did…’‘A lot of time’s passed, Soph. Maybe she’s changed.’‘I’m prepared to
bet good money – which I haven’t got – that this particular leopard hasn’t changed her spots one
bit. She’s always been selfish and always will be.’‘Well, you’re seeing her next week, aren’t you?
You’ll soon find out when you get to paradise.’ He grinned at her. ‘Paradiso – what a name! I bet
the place turns out to be a little piece of paradise.’

Chapter 2ParadisoSophie spotted the village of Paradiso ahead of her long before she reached
the motorway turnoff. It was situated on top of an imposing promontory, perched high above the
Mediterranean, and the handful of red roofs looked even smaller in reality than it had done on
Google Earth. There couldn’t have been more than a couple of dozen houses up there amid the
trees, clustered around the solid bulk of the castle.After wasting several minutes and annoying



the driver of a motor home behind her as she struggled with the self-service pay toll, she finally
emerged from the autostrada and arrived at a roundabout where she was relieved to spot a little
sign to Paradiso. She was even more relieved to find that her car – which had been making ever
more sinister noises for almost an hour now – had managed to get her here from London. Since
losing her job, money was very tight and she had been dreading an expensive breakdown.She
turned left onto a narrow road that wound its way up the hillside in a series of sharp bends. The
higher her car climbed, the worse the awful racket and spluttering became and she hoped it
wouldn’t let her down at the last minute. Looking back down over the rows of vines and olive
groves, she couldn’t miss the unsightly sprawl of urban development in the valley below. Thanks
to Wikipedia she now knew that fifty years earlier there had been virtually nothing there. What
was now the popular seaside town of Santa Rita had been little more than a hamlet, whose
inhabitants had made a precarious living out of producing olive oil and wine, growing
vegetables, and fishing for anchovies in the warm waters of Italy’s Riviera coast.Since then,
Santa Rita had been adopted by families from the big northern Italian industrial cities like Turin
and Milan for their second homes and had ballooned into a chaotic mix of modern villas, shops,
restaurants and a multitude of apartment blocks that threatened to swamp the handful of
remaining old houses. The good news was that it looked as though modern development had
been restricted to down there in the valley. The higher Sophie climbed, the clearer it became that
the developers had yet to reach up as far as Paradiso, unlike the mass of new houses all over
the hills behind Nice and other parts of the Côte d’Azur she had seen on the way here.Even the
urban mess below couldn’t spoil the sheer beauty of the deep green of the tree-clad hills and
mountains behind the coast and the perfect azure blue of the sea stretching out in front of her.
From up here Sophie could see the coast arching back the way she had come in the direction of
the French border and Monte Carlo, with the Maritime Alps a distant smudge on the horizon.
Just like Chris had said, as a place to be miserable, this took some beating. Her breath escaped
in a frustrated sigh as she hoped yet again that things wouldn’t be too awful once she was
reunited with her little sister. Wonderful as it was to be left a valuable property, why, oh why, had
Uncle George decided to add those pesky conditions?The road levelled out as she reached the
top of the ridge and ran along between a high stone wall to her right and olive trees on her left,
through whose branches she caught glimpses of Alassio and the curve of the coastline
stretching off to the east in the direction of Genoa. The road grew ever narrower and a minute
later made a sharp turn to the right and abruptly ended and she found herself in a small piazza,
little bigger than a couple of tennis courts, surrounded by ancient stone buildings. There was
what looked like a bar/restaurant in one corner, right alongside a tiny old church. A stone horse
trough full of geraniums added a touch of colour to the scene.Sophie drew up in front of a pair of
ornate iron gates set into the same high stone wall she had been following. A discreet sign on
one gatepost informed her – just in case there could have been any doubt – that she had arrived
at the Castello, her Uncle George’s holiday residence. The wall and the gates were so high she
could see no sign of the castle itself, which remained discreetly hidden from view beyond them.



She turned off the engine and stretched. As she did so, she heard movement from behind her
and, glancing in the mirror, saw Jeeves’s head loom above the rear seat. She swivelled round
towards him.‘We’re here, Jeeves. I bet you’ll be glad to get out.’In response the dog shook
himself, wagged his tail hopefully and gave his trademark half-whine-half-sigh, one of his familiar
ways of communicating with her.Sophie glanced across the square to the handsome clock set
into the main façade of a fine old building directly opposite the castle gates. It read half past
twelve. Her watch told her it was a quarter to four. She decided to trust the more modern
technology.‘Right, Jeeves, we’ve just got time to stretch our legs before four o’clock. Fancy a
quick walk?’The Labrador’s tail started wagging more enthusiastically as he recognised the
magic word, so she opened the door and climbed out. The heat hit her like a physical slap after
the car’s air con and she could feel the hot arid air dry her throat as she breathed in and
coughed. There was a very definite smell of burning coming from her little car and her heart
sank. Still, she reminded herself, at least it had got her here. She opened the tailgate and the
dog leapt out eagerly, stopping to shake himself again before turning back towards her, front
legs splayed, raring to go.‘Come on, let’s go and take a quick peek at our new home before we
have our little walk.’ Over the past year since getting Jeeves as a puppy, she had got into the
habit of talking to him quite a lot. What he lacked as a conversationalist, he made up for as a
listener, and he definitely knew the meaning of the words walk and food. He also probably knew
the words stop it and get down, but his memory for these regularly failed him.She wandered
across the square towards the castle and looked around but she couldn’t see another living soul.
This was no doubt partly because most sensible Italians were still resting after their lunch and
partly because of the heat. She hadn’t needed the regular updates on the radio in the car to tell
her that July was kicking off with a heatwave all along the Riviera. She felt sure the temperature
gauge was correct in indicating it was thirty-six degrees here in Paradiso today.When they
reached the gates of the castle, Jeeves stopped to pee on an ancient stone bollard and Sophie
wished she had thought of stopping at the last service station on the motorway to do the same –
with or without a bollard. It had been a long drive. In fact, it had been a hard couple of days,
driving down from England via the Channel Tunnel, stopping only now and then for fuel, food
and to give Jeeves a chance to stretch his legs.They had spent last night in a cheap hotel in a
centre commercial outside Vienne, to the south of Lyon, where Jeeves had pleasantly surprised
her by behaving almost like a grown-up – apart from an unfortunate episode involving him trying
to hump the poodle at the next table at dinner. Still, she couldn’t complain, apart from the habit
he had developed of erupting into paroxysms of barking every time they stopped at a motorway
pay toll. Because she was driving a British-registered car, the steering wheel was now on the
wrong side and she had to shuffle across to the empty passenger seat each time she came to a
toll and this clearly bothered her dog. The series of pay stations around Nice had been
particularly harrowing and his vocal accompaniment to her recent struggles with the self-service
machine at the motorway exit here meant that her ears were still ringing now.The castle gates
were closed and locked but she managed to peek through the narrow gap between the gate and



the gatepost and what she saw was mightily impressive. The castle was an imposing stone
fortress, no doubt dating back many, many centuries, with crenellations on top and a huge
arched doorway flanked by arrow slits at the front. It looked very old indeed and she hoped there
would be internal sanitation and at least a few creature comforts. The idea of spending three
months in medieval squalor did not appeal one bit – although she pinned her hopes on a wealthy
man like Uncle George having made at least some modifications to render it habitable.The
castle was surrounded by a host of magnificent trees, chief among which was an absolutely
enormous umbrella pine that was almost as high as the castle itself and cast welcome shade
across the gravelled area directly below the main entrance. Just along from it was a huge fig
tree, beneath whose broad leaves Sophie could see luscious figs just waiting to be picked and
many more already littering the ground at its feet. There was no doubt about it: this was quite
some place.She turned away and accompanied Jeeves across the square to a pair of old horse
troughs. The one filled with flowers looked delightful and the one alongside it was full of water,
fed by a constant stream pouring out of a narrow metal pipe. The water was crystal clear so she
let her dog have a good drink before heading over to a narrow track that led directly away from
the castle in the direction of the sea. Within seconds, they were away from the houses and in the
midst of a mixture of rough scrubby bushes and weather-beaten trees, their branches bent
backwards by the prevailing wind over decades.Today, however, there wasn’t so much as a
breath of wind and Sophie was glad to be in the shade cast by the foliage around her. It was very
quiet up here and all she could hear was the distant clucking of hens and the cooing of a pair of
amorous doves somewhere in the branches above them. There was a heady cocktail of scents
in the air, among which she identified wild thyme and rosemary, and as the trees began to peter
out and she could look out over the open hillside towards the sea, she had to admit it was quite
some view. It came as no surprise to see that the local council had thoughtfully put a bench here,
perfectly positioned to take advantage of the spectacular panorama.She suddenly realised that
she wasn’t alone. There was a figure sitting there and the penny only dropped as the woman on
the bench turned in her direction and rose to her feet.‘Hi, Soph. Long time no see.’‘Rachel!’
Sophie couldn’t get another word out.She just stood there. Rachel was still unmistakably Rachel,
although she looked, and of course was, six years older than the last time they had set eyes on
each other. Her hair was still long, still that same lovely golden colour and still far glossier than
Sophie’s had ever been. She had shed what little puppy fat she had had and she looked good, in
spite of the wary expression on her face. It took some time before Sophie managed to kick her
brain into gear, genuinely torn between screaming at her sister and hugging her. In the end she
did neither.‘Hello, Rachel. I was beginning to think I was never going to see you again.’‘And you
probably didn’t want to either, I bet.’ By now Rachel was bending down, making a fuss of Jeeves,
who looked delighted to meet a new friend.‘I…’Sophie choked off the upsurge of emotion she
could feel welling inside her and came close to going over and giving her sister that hug, but
finally restrained herself. There would be time for reconciliation as and when they had had a
chance to talk the whole thing through. So much had happened in both their lives over the



intervening years, starting with their mother’s illness and death. Instead, Sophie transferred her
attention to the Labrador. He was a naturally friendly dog and normally a good judge of character
so the fact that he was cosying up to Rachel was a promising sign. In fact he was getting very
affectionate already and she stepped in to protect her sister’s clothes.‘Jeeves, don’t jump all over
her. Come here.’ She was pleased to see him turn and come trotting amiably back to her, tail
wagging.‘Jeeves – cool name.’Sophie didn’t respond. She just glanced at her watch. ‘It’s almost
four. We need to go and meet the lawyer.’ She slipped easily back into her big sister role and
Rachel just nodded and shouldered her heavy-looking backpack before they set off together
back along the path.When they reached the piazza, they saw a middle-aged man in a suit
hugging what little shade was cast by a branch of the umbrella pine that extended out over the
wall. He was wearing glasses, carrying a briefcase and he looked hot. They walked up to him
and he gave them a little smile and shot a nervous glance at the Labrador.‘Good afternoon,
ladies. Are you the sisters Elliot? My name is Massimo Verdi. Is this your dog? Is he friendly?’ He
was speaking comprehensible if heavily accented English. Sophie could probably have saved
him a lot of trouble by telling him to switch to Italian which she now spoke fluently after her years
in Rome but, although their maternal grandparents had been from Italy and the girls had grown
up speaking to them in Italian, she wasn’t sure how much her sister still remembered.She
adopted a reassuring tone and replied in English. ‘He’s very friendly, Signor Verdi, probably too
friendly. I’m Sophie and this is Rachel.’They shook hands, after which he removed a hefty bunch
of keys from his briefcase and turned towards the gates. He inserted a long key into the lock and
not without difficulty managed to make it turn with an ominous grating noise. He pushed, but
nothing happened. He pushed harder, adding a hefty kick with his foot, and the gate finally
swung open, producing an alarming screech of ancient hinges as it did so. Jeeves took two
apprehensive steps backwards, pressing himself against Sophie’s thigh. He had never been the
bravest of dogs. She gave him a reassuring pat on the head, and she and Rachel followed
Signor Verdi into the gravelled courtyard. An intoxicating scent of resin and roses filled the air.
Here, in the shade of the big pine tree, it felt delightfully cool after the blistering heat of the
piazza and she felt a smile forming on her lips.Half a dozen stone steps led up to the imposing
front door which was set back inside the arched entranceway. All the way along the front of the
castle were shrubs and plants as varied as cactus, palms and a spectacular display of roses,
most smothered in aromatic blooms. The flowerbeds had been meticulously maintained and,
although the main gates didn’t appear to have been used for some time, it was clear that
somebody had been coming to look after the plants. Presumably this meant there was another
access to the property. Sophie was pleasantly surprised to find the garden so well cared for. She
had never been interested in that sort of thing and didn’t really want to have to start getting
involved in it in a temperature of thirty plus degrees. Thinking back on it, gardening had been
one of Rachel’s interests as a girl – along with boys, of course.‘Ladies, if you would like to follow
me…’Sophie looked back to see that Signor Verdi had already managed to open the massive
wooden front door a lot more easily than the gates, and that was a relief. She glanced across at



Rachel and indicated to her to go ahead but, as it turned out, the first across the threshold after
the lawyer was Jeeves, followed by the two sisters.They found themselves in a large, dark
hallway with huge flagstones covering the floor. A couple of full suits of armour against the walls
added a rather intimidating feel to the place and Sophie and Rachel exchanged apprehensive
glances. It was like stepping back into a bygone age and the initial impression was more
daunting than welcoming.‘The living room’s through here.’Evidently Signor Verdi knew his way
around the castle. Rachel shrugged off her hefty backpack and left it in the hall before they
followed him through a pair of double doors into a large room with a high, vaulted ceiling. It was
equally dark in there but as Sophie and Rachel stood apprehensively by the doorway, Signor
Verdi went around opening windows and pushing the shutters outwards so that more and more
light gradually filtered into the room through the narrow openings. As for the contents of the
room, these were also rather disconcerting. The various pieces of furniture had been covered
with white cotton dustsheets, creating strange amorphous shapes. It looked spooky in the half-
light and Sophie made a resolution not to come in here at night – or at least not until the furniture
had been uncovered. Hopefully the rest of the castle would be a bit less scary.After opening the
windows, the lawyer busied himself pulling the dustsheets to one side so as to reveal a set of
comfortable-looking leather armchairs with an antique coffee table positioned in the midst of
them. He laid the covers carefully onto the stone floor and indicated they should take a seat.
Sophie and Rachel chose armchairs side-by-side facing him while Jeeves plonked himself
happily on the pile of dustsheets, raising a little cloud of dust as he did so and sneezing as a
result.‘Welcome to Paradiso castle.’ The lawyer set his briefcase down on the table and his face
adopted a formal expression. ‘In accordance with the instructions left to me by your uncle, I now
have to explain the exact conditions surrounding his bequest to you. Have you any initial
questions or shall I proceed?’Sophie glanced across at Rachel who gave a little shrug and a
shake of the head.‘Please continue, Signor Verdi.’He opened his briefcase and pulled out a thin
file. ‘First, merely as a formality, please could you both confirm your dates and places of birth?’
They both did so and Sophie saw him do a bit of mental arithmetic. ‘So, Sophie, you were twenty-
nine in April and you, Rachel, are twenty-seven and you’ll be twenty-eight on the first of
October?’ They both nodded and he reached for the file in front of him. From it, he extracted a
single sheet of paper. ‘This is a letter from your Uncle George to you both and I’m instructed to
read it to you. I must assure myself that you understand the full implications and obligations
outlined in it, and then give you each copies to be signed and returned to me for my files. You
should be aware that you are about to enter into a serious legal undertaking. Is that
clear?’Sophie and Rachel’s eyes met for a moment. Implications, obligations and legal
undertakings sounded ominous, but neither of them commented. Taking this as consent, the
lawyer reached for his reading glasses and read the letter out loud to them. It was dated
February of that year and Uncle George had written it shortly after having been handed his
terminal diagnosis. It wasn’t long, but it contained three main criteria to be observed.The first –
which Sophie, and presumably Rachel, already knew – was potentially the trickiest. The two of



them had to live together in the castle for three full months, until midnight on the thirtieth of
September, the day before Rachel’s birthday. Whether this date had deliberately been chosen by
their uncle because it was directly prior to her birthday wasn’t stipulated but Sophie wouldn’t
have been surprised. He had always remembered their birthdays and marked them with a card
and a gift. By the sound of it, this year’s gift was going to be way bigger than anything he had
given them before. The onus was on both of them to observe this cohabitation stipulation
rigorously. If either of them wavered – even missing one single day – both of them would lose any
chance of ownership of the property. In order to guarantee they adhered to this, one of the
boffins in one of Uncle George’s highly successful companies had come up with an ingenious
solution as the lawyer explained.‘In this digital age, your uncle has devised a way of ensuring
you abide by his instructions. Upstairs on the first floor you’ll find his study. In there is a computer
with a touch screen, on which there is a special app. Every day you must both lay your hands on
the screen at the same time to prove that you are indeed here and together. No exceptions will
be permitted, for whatever reason. He was adamant about this. In a moment we can go upstairs
and try it out, but first I need to know that this is quite clear.’Once again the two sisters
exchanged glances. Uncle George was taking no chances. They both nodded to the lawyer.The
second stipulation consisted of a list of works that needed to be carried out on the castle before
the end of their stay, ranging from selecting and arranging installation of new kitchen units and
appliances, to remedial work on the lead flashings around the chimneys, repairing crumbling
stone arches, and a number of other tasks, including sifting through the bric-a-brac on the
uppermost floor, disposing of anything unwanted and selling anything of value. Sophie nodded
slowly. It was inevitable that an ancient place like this would have no shortage of repairs to be
undertaken and junk accumulated over the centuries to be sorted. Presumably this was some
sort of test of their initiative to see if they could be trusted to look after the property and, of
course, a necessary preparation for the day when the castle could hopefully be put up for sale.
She nodded to Signor Verdi.‘We have three full months to get the work done, so I don’t see any
great problems there.’He nodded but added a word of caution. ‘Good, but be aware that many
businesses here in Italy close down for all or part of August, so do plan accordingly. Again,
satisfactory completion of these tasks forms an integral part of the agreement.’Finally, they had
to oversee the harvesting of the grapes in the castle vineyard, the production of this year’s wine,
and the donation of fifty litres of last year’s red to the local church. That, too, seemed fairly
straightforward on the face of it – the letter said oversee, after all, not do all the work themselves.
Both of them assured the lawyer they were happy to comply with the full complement of points
their uncle had laid out.The letter indicated that ‘sufficient funds’ had been deposited in a bank
account, to which they would both be signatories, to pay for all the stipulated works and, most
pleasing of all, he had also left enough cash to keep them ‘in comfortable style’ for the next three
months. This was really good news. Sophie had been barely ticking over financially since
returning from Rome and her savings had been dwindling fast, but three months rent-free and
without household expenses would mean a considerable saving, even if this project went belly



up and they didn’t get the castle to sell after all. She signed the agreement willingly and saw her
sister do the same.After signing duplicate copies of the letter and returning the originals to the
lawyer for safe keeping, they followed him up an imposing flight of stone stairs to Uncle George’s
study. Up here on the first floor the window openings were considerably wider and the rooms far
lighter – and in consequence less intimidating – than downstairs. Here, for the first time since
arriving in Paradiso, Sophie began to feel emotional. Their father had died when they were both
very young and Uncle George, their mother’s unmarried brother, had played a big part in their
lives, despite having settled in America. Seeing his study with his chair and even a pair of
reading glasses on top of a year-old copy of the Wall Street Journal suddenly brought home to
Sophie that he, too, was dead, just like both her parents. There was an old photo on the desk of
a smiling Uncle George with their mother and the two little girls on the beach at Perranporth
where they had often holidayed together. Her eyes filled and she scrabbled in the pocket of her
jeans for a tissue.With the help of her faithful hound who started poking her with his cold wet
nose, she gradually regained control. When she finally wiped her eyes and blew her nose she
was touched and secretly pleased to see her sister had been similarly afflicted. She cleared her
throat and they both went across to join the lawyer at the computer where he was tactfully
averting his eyes from their grief.‘I’m sorry, Signor Verdi, but I was… we were very close to Uncle
George, even if I hadn’t heard from him for a while. He was a lovely man and we thought of him
as a sort of replacement father after the death of our dad.’The lawyer looked up again and
nodded soberly. ‘I knew him well and I had considerable respect for him. He was indeed a good
man. Such a shame.’ He checked that they were both sufficiently recovered to continue. ‘Now, if
you would like to stand side-by-side in front of the screen, I will explain.’It was simple. First
Sophie had to put her left hand on the screen, fingers splayed, and then Rachel had to place her
right hand on top of Sophie’s, similarly splayed, pressing down so that the ten digits were all
touching the screen together. This was the first time Sophie had had any physical contact with
her sister for six years and she felt the tears stinging in the corners of her eyes again. She
wondered if Rachel was similarly affected but resisted the temptation to glance across to see.
Apparently oblivious – or maybe just being diplomatic – Signor Verdi carried on with his
instructions.‘The computer has now registered and recorded your handprints, so it’s all set.
When you see the thin red line around the fan shape of your fingers on the screen change from
red to green, a message will appear.’The screen flashed green and a note sounded on the
computer. As it did so, a box appeared in the top corner:Day 1 registration successful. 91 days
remaining.Signor Verdi nodded approvingly. ‘So you can see that the time and date have been
recorded. Today is Tuesday the first of July. It’s imperative that you repeat this procedure every
day up to and including the thirtieth of September. Including today, that adds up to a total of a
ninety-two days. You can sign in at any time within each twenty-four-hour period, but it must be
done. Like I told you before, I have strict instructions to inform you that missing even one day will
invalidate your claim and the property will revert to other beneficiaries. If you run into any
problems, you should contact me at once. Here’s my card. You can always get hold of me on my



mobile. Are we clear? Good.’Back downstairs he passed on additional useful information before
leaving. There was a man who did the garden on Thursdays and a lady who lived in the village
who would come in most mornings to keep the place tidy and to look after the laundry. Once
again, ‘suitable remuneration’ for both of them had already been arranged through the lawyer.
The lady, Signora Morandi, would also be able to give the girls all sorts of practical information,
from where to eat – Signor Verdi assured them the Vecchio Ristoro, the restaurant just across
the piazza, was excellent – to medical services, refuse collection and shops. He issued them
with sets of keys and the code for the Wi-Fi. An appointment had been arranged for them to
meet the local bank manager the following day and to do this they could either travel there in
Sophie’s car or they could use the car that Uncle George had left here in the garage.All in all, it
sounded as though their uncle had thought of everything and Sophie was impressed – and
relieved – that there was alternative transport available if her car were to give up the ghost
entirely. In consequence her already strained emotions took another hit. After they had seen the
lawyer out, Sophie sat down on a fine old chair in one corner of the hall and cried her eyes out all
over again.A matter of seconds later she felt a familiar nudge of a canine nose against her thigh,
accompanied by a little whine of concern. She reached out to stroke the Labrador and glanced
up to see her sister standing over to one side, tears running down her cheeks as well.‘He really
was a lovely man, Soph.’ The tender note in Rachel’s voice did nothing to staunch the flow of
tears down Sophie’s face and she just dropped her head and cried until, finally, she could cry no
more. She gave Jeeves a pat on the head and stood up, searching in her pocket for her tissue
again. Finally surfacing, bleary-eyed, she turned towards her sister.‘I suppose I’d better bring the
car in. How did you get up here?’‘By taxi from the station. I flew over from Orlando to Nice
yesterday and took a train to Santa Rita this morning.’‘So you’re living in the States?’ This came
as a bit of a surprise. Given that Rachel had been studying Spanish as well as English and had
gone off to Puerto Rico, Sophie had always imagined her sister living in a Hispanic environment.
Of course, thinking about it, she remembered that Spanish was widely spoken in Florida so
maybe it wasn’t so surprising after all.Rachel nodded. ‘Yes.’ Her reply was curt and Sophie could
see the tension on her face. Now that they were alone here, just the two of them, sooner or later
they would have to sit down and talk but, for now, it didn’t look as though Rachel was in a
communicative mood, although she did manage a sensible suggestion. ‘Why don’t you go and
fetch your car while I see if there’s something here to drink?’
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Avalon, “Sisterly love. Sophie hasn't talked to her sister in years as she had just upped and left
one day. Sophie had to nurse their mother as she lay dying with no word from her sibling. When
her uncle passes, he leaves a will stipulating that Sophie and her sister have to live in his castle
for 3 months and if they can last that long the castle is theirs. Family, romance, a dog and
paradise. Great read”

raynera, “a fun story-great escape in a gorgeous setting. I enjoy a story set in Europe and a
romance is always heartening . Sweet and fun- what more to ask.”

MLerberg, “Interesting twists and turns.. Thoroughly enjoyed many aspects of this story and
especially delightful foods, places, and sisterhood! Loved how the dog is all part of it!”

Energy Rae, “A Feel Good Story. Upon his death, Sophie and Rachel’s uncle George wants
nothing more than to see the sisters together. So he gifts them his castle. The only hitch? They
must move into his castle in Rome for three months if they want to inherit it. Both of them could
use the money, so it should be fairly easy. But Sophie hasn’t heard from Rachel in 6 years. She
has a lot of perceived notions about her sister, so hopefully, she can get over them and get to
know who Rachel has become in the time they’ve been separated.I sometimes had issues with
Sophie’s judgment of Rachel. She’s also fairly insecure in herself. But I can see where she’s
coming from. People change in time, and it’s worth it to the sisters to get to know each other as
they are now.I wanted to take part in this blog tour because I wanted to read a feel-good book,
and Williams did not disappoint. A Little Piece of Paradise is richly descriptive. The reader can
practically taste the food, smell the salty ocean air, and feel the joy and hurt radiating off the
sisters. Overall, this was such an uplifting read. I loved the way the sisters connected.”

Sara Steven, “A piece of paradise. T.A. Williams always creates the best written destination
romance novels, and Paradise is no exception! Paridiso is yet another locale I’d love to visit
someday, with its gorgeous views and soft sandy beaches, the kind of experience Sophie can
really get behind. The biggest issue involves a sister she hasn’t seen in years, not to mention the
situation that has brought the two of them back together again--the death of their beloved uncle,
George.He has bequeathed his castle to them, but in order for that to occur, the two sisters must
live together first. Sophie has a lot of deep-seeded resentment towards Rachel due to past
hurts, and the same can be said for how Rachel feels about her big sister. It made me question
whether they’d be able to fulfill their obligations on time, and amicably. With that potential
blockage is the potential love triangle that Sophie finds herself in. This is another great premise
to Williams’s writing; someone almost always finds themselves in some pretty amazing messes
where the heart is concerned, and Sophie questions whether her best friend Chris, or the next
door neighbor Dan could be a potential relationship. But Rachel has always been the one to



attract the most attention, which throws yet another wrench into the fold.Much like the synopsis
states, my biggest question of all pertained to the relationship Sophie and Rachel have. Will they
stick together for now, for the greater good, then later drift apart, or did George have the best of
intentions in bringing the two sisters together to work out their differences? Secondary for me is
where Sophie will land--with someone she’s known for years and has always considered to be
her best friend, or with a new certain someone who lives right next door. I could understand her
anguish over potentially ruining the great friendship she already has with Chris, while also
potentially making things awkward with a neighbor she’ll have to live next to for a few months. In
the end, the heart wants what the heart wants!I almost always mention how setting is yet another
strong character in a Williams novel, and that is so true with the backdrop in Paradiso, and that
castle! I’ve yet to see anything like it in my own world, so it was nice to live vicariously through
Sophie. I can’t even imagine A Little Piece of Paradise without that special castle, and not to
sound too cliched, but the experience really was a piece of paradise for me. A well-deserved five
star experience!”

Lynn Pool (Ellesea), “A delightful blend of Italian culture and romance!. If you enjoy dreaming of
far off places with a stunning Mediterranean backdrop, T.A.Williams' delightful new novel is just
for you!Sophie and Rachel are reunited after their late uncle's will stipulates they must live
together for three months, so they can inherit a castle in Paradiso, Italy. Much has happened to
the estranged sisters since they last saw each other, so can they put the past behind them and
rebuild their relationship long enough to claim what's bequeathed to them?Fans of the author
will delight in this new story, set along the North Italian Riviera coast. You'll love Sophie’s
delightful dog, Jeeves, a black Labrador along with all the characters she encounters. This is a
romance, yet, the focal point is how these two sisters mend their fractured relationship. Set
against a stunning backdrop, the two young women work side by side to try to complete the
tasks they have been set within the allotted time frame. It's an opportunity for them both to
embrace life in the small village and to appreciate the magnitude of what could belong to
them...The author paints a vivid picture of the scenes within the narrative; The castle, history
and culture of the small town come to life, courtesy of the insightful details. There are surprises
along the way, as both young women have to come to terms with past events before moving
forward with their lives. It's also an opportunity to forge new friendships and build plans for the
future, although nothing is as easy as it seems as emotions run high.Overall, another highly
entertaining novel with a happy sunny ending from a favourite author.***arc generously received
courtesy of Canelo Escape***”

Ebook Library Reader LL, “Fabulous setting and enjoyable story. As usual this author does not
disappoint. I have read over 18 books by TA Williams. I am enthralled by the characters and by
the locations. The descriptions of the homes, the locals, the food, wine, and restaurants
satisfies this reader immensely”



Phoebe Macleod, “Wonderfully descriptive - I read it in one sitting. It's evident from very early on
that this author knows Italy well. The descriptions of the scenery were evocative and the food
and wine had me salivating. It's a lovely story with relatable characters - I liked the fact that both
sisters had character flaws and weren't perfect. I liked the Labrador, Jeeves, too. He was well
integrated into the story.”

petal, “Lovely. A gentle, warm, relaxing read. Characters I could relate to. It felt as if I was there.
The description of the area, the atmosphere was intoxicating. It felt real.A perfect ending leaving
the reader happy, but sorry the book had to finish.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Interesting storyline. Although the storyline was I interesting it wasn't as
well written as I expected. Some rather old fashioned cliches and predictablel outcomes.
Despite this well worth the read and I will read some.E others stories by this author”

Rosemarie Wright, “Enjoyable book up to TA Williams usual standard. Enjoyable book with great
storylines loved how the sisters got together again and the characters involved in the book. Not
forgetting Jeeves the unforgettable labrador.”

Venice 42, “Until we can return. These last few years I have longed to return to Italy.luckily Trevor
has written this fantastic book bringing his love and knowledge of Italy as if I am there”

The book by T.A. Williams has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 1,272 people have provided feedback.
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